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ONE SUPPLIER EDUCATED DISTRIBUTORS ON CUSTOM PRODUCTS,
FAST ORDER FULFILLMENT AND COMPETITIVE PRICING

THE CLIENT
BamBams

THE CHALLENGE

BamBams thought content marketing would be the best way to
educate distributors on how to successfully fill rush orders in
3 days or less, allowing them to close more business.

INFOGRAPHIC »

The BamBams Way
of Custom Sourcing

Here are the key steps to our tried-and-true process.

1. THE CUSTOMER PUTS IN
A REQUEST

A customer contacts us with a request
for custom sourcing a product or project.
They submit a description, timeline and
any other relevant diagrams or details
so we can help them realize their vision.
“This is the chance for the customer to
articulate in words, photos or diagrams
what they have in mind,” says Benn
Chazan, vice president of sales.

THE SOLUTION

Create a downloadable, concise and engaging infographic that
covered the entire process of delivering custom products, from
customer request through order delivery.

THE RESULTS

BamBams received sales-ready leads delivered to their inbox in
real-time. The infographic was a catalyst to sparking meaningful
conversations with distributors, and it helped BamBams position
themselves as industry leaders.

2. WE REVIEW THE REQUEST

We rely on our extensive manufacturing
experience to evaluate the project, whether
it’s a standard promotional product or
novel idea. We need to figure out if the
customer needs a new product built from
scratch or something simpler. “Standard
promotional products probably make up
95% of our inquiries, but we’re also
prepared to help source more unusual
products,” Chazan says.

3. OUR CHINA OFFICE REVIEWS THE REQUEST
We work closely with our BamBams China
office to decide which manufacturing company
is best suited for the project. The China office
then sends the request to the most likely
factory partners and double-checks their
accreditation to ensure safe export and import.
We only work with manufacturers we know
and trust. “It has taken us many years to build
up a system of factory vendors,” Chazan says.
“Because of that, we know the most suitable
vendors to produce any item.”

4. WE REVIEW THE QUOTE

We choose a quote from the
most suitable factory after
comparing manufacturers.
We compare manufacturers
for a number of factors, from
their relationship with us to their
expertise in the field, to their
production cost and, of course,
their speed of delivery.

• An infographics is 30x more likely to be read than a
full text article (CMI 2017)

5. WE MAKE A COMMITMENT

Once we’ve secured the best manufacturer
for the project, we set a guaranteed price
for the customer. We want to give them
the best possible value, including the
all-important shipping rates. “We can usually
make a clear commitment within
24 hours,” Chazan says. “Our pre-existing
relationships and our priority focus on
production make up a lot of our advantage.
We can do high volume quickly and give the
customer a lot of options.”

• Infographics can increase web traffic by 12%.
(Demand Gen Report)

6. THE CUSTOMER
CONSULTS THEIR
CLIENTS
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The customer then sends the
project details to their client for
review. “We want to be sure
that our customer’s customer
is happy, too,” Chazan says.

• Infographics are “liked” and shared on social media
3X more than other any other type of content.

7. A SAMPLE IS CREATED

Content marketing allows you to engage with prospects and
customers by providing educational information that also positions
you as the best option. Suppliers like BamBams continue to use
content marketing to position themselves as industry leaders with
solutions and value added services for distributors.

Our chosen manufacturer creates a
sample for the customer to see and
touch. This way, the customer can
approve the style and our manufacturer can be held accountable for
quality control. “We provide mostly
free spec samples,” Chazan says.
“We tend to make that investment because we want to try to secure
the business. Some suppliers feel distributors should bear that cost,
but we’ve found that assuming it ourselves creates a lot of goodwill
between us and distributors, and ultimately lands us more orders.”

8. WE PLACE THE ORDER

Once the customer gives us
the thumbs-up, we confirm
all the project details. We
then place the order so it
can be sent into production
and shipped in time for their
deadline. “If there’s ever an
issue, we build in the time
to correct it before the 11th
hour,” Chazan says.

9. EVERYONE IS HAPPY

The order is completed and
delivered to perfection. Smiles
all around! “Some situations
may take more steps,” Chazan
says, “but we’ve been doing
this long enough that we
have the unique ability to
streamline the process.”
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